Information & Library Services

Media Notes

June and July 2008

Call #: DVD 220.9505 MUS
Title: Music video, volume 1 [videorecording].
Description: 1 DVD (30min.).
Series: The animated stories from the Bible
Subject: Bible stories - O.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Contents: My Child (Abraham & Isaac) -- Hannah's song (Samuel) -- Heaven came to the rescue (Daniel) -- I will serve only thee (Joseph in Egypt) -- My faith is strong (Elijah) -- For such a time as this (Esther).
Summary: Music videos for the songs from "The animated Stories from the Bible" video series.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 220.9505 MUS
Title: Music video, volume 2 [videorecording].
Description: 1 DVD (30min.).
Series: The animated stories from the Bible
Subject: Bible stories from the Bible
Curriculum: Religion.
Contents: Moses' Song (Moses) -- Ruth's Song (Ruth) -- The wisdom of Solomon (Solomon) -- A Miracle (Elisha) -- He will deliver you (David and Goliath) -- In a wonderous way (Joseph's reunion).
Summary: Music videos for the songs from "The animated stories from the Bible" video series.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 220.9505 MUS
Title: Music video, volume 2 [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Entertainment, - c2003.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.).
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Subject: Bible stories, English - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Contents: Help me find you (The Righteous judge) -- Prepare ye the way (John the Baptist) -- I forgive (Forgive us our debts) -- The Pearl (The Kingdom of Heaven) -- Treasures forever (Treasures in Heaven) -- He gave His life for me (He is risen) -- I'll witness for Jesus hymn (Ministry of Paul).
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 220.9505 MUS
Title: Music video, volume 3 [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Entertainment, - c2006.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.).
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Subject: Bible stories, English - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Sing-Alongs -- DVD surface.
Contents: Bread from Heaven (Bread from Heaven) -- A simple prayer (The greatest is the least) -- The lost is found (The lost is found) -- The light of heaven (Jesus, the son of God) -- He's never far (The Lord's prayer) -- Lord, I believe (Lord, I believe).
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 220.9505 MUS
Title: Music video, volume 4 [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Entertainment, - c2006.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.).
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
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**Subject:** Bible stories, English - N.T.  
**Curriculum:** Religion.  
**Note:** Sing-Alongs -- DVD surface.  
**Contents:** Never fear the winter (Lazarus lives) -- God so loved the world (The Messiah Comes!) -- The greatest gift of all (Worthy is the Lamb) -- Listen with your heart (The parables of Jesus) -- Upon this rock (Built upon the rock) -- Never Fear (Signs of the times).  
**Summary:** Music videos for the songs from "The Animated Stories from the New Testament" video series.  
**Audience:** Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

**Call #:** DVD 220.9505 MUS  
**Title:** Music video, volume 1 [videorecording].  
**Publisher:** Coppell, TX : - NEST Entertainment, - c2003.  
**Description:** 1 DVD (30 min.).  
**Series:** The animated stories from the New Testament  
**Subject:** Bible stories, English - N.T.  
**Curriculum:** Religion.  
**Contents:** A King is born (The King is born) -- Prepare ye the way (John the Baptist) -- Welcome home (The Prodigal son) -- My hands (The Good Samaritan) -- The Miracle of love (The Miracles of Jesus) -- Help me (Saul of Tarsus) -- He gave His life for me (He is risen).  
**Summary:** Music videos for the songs from "The Animated Stories from the New Testament" video series.  
**Audience:** Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

**Call #:** DVD 222.1 MOS  
**Title:** Moses [videorecording].  
**Publisher:** Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.  
**Description:** 1 DVD (30 min.): 1 teacher's guide.  
**Series:** The animated stories from the Bible  
**Name Subj.:** Moses.  
**Subject:** Bible stories - O.T.  
**Curriculum:** Religion.  
**Note:** Accompanying guide must be booked separately.  
**Contents:** Pharaoh orders death of every infant Hebrew son -- Moses is born -- Moses is hidden in the river -- Pharaoh's daughter adopts Moses -- Moses is nursed by his mother -- Moses protects Israelite slaves -- Moses defends Israelites -- Moses is sentenced to death, and flees -- Moses flees to Midian -- "Moses' Song" -- God calls Moses to deliver Israelites from bondage.  
**Summary:** Moses' life is traced from his privileged youth in Pharaoh's household to his dreary days of sheep tending in the Midian desert.  
**Audience:** Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

**Call #:** DVD 222.1 SOL  
**Title:** Solomon [videorecording].  
**Publisher:** Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.  
**Description:** 1 DVD (30 min.): 1 teacher's guide.  
**Series:** The animated stories from the Bible  
**Name Subj.:** Solomon, King of Israel.  
**Subject:** Bible stories - O.T.  
**Curriculum:** Religion.  
**Note:** Accompanying guide must be booked separately.  
**Contents:** King David's wisdom -- Adonijah devises a plan -- Solomon anointed king -- Asa perishes at war -- Asa's widow receives room and board -- Solomon receives royal training -- Two babies are born -- Solomon asks the Lord for wisdom -- Live baby stolen -- Solomon judges -- Solomon hears and judges women -- Women present their case -- Solomon tries the case with Wisdom from the Lord -- "The Wisdom of Solomon".  
**Summary:** King Solomon, the wisest man who ever lived, is given his first major test as king.  
**Audience:** Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

**Call #:** DVD 222.11 JOS  
**Title:** Joseph's reunion [videorecording].  
**Publisher:** Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c1995, 2005.  
**Description:** 1 DVD (30 min.): 1 teacher's guide.  
**Series:** The animated stories from the Bible  
**Name Subj.:** Joseph.  
**Subject:** Bible stories - O.T.  
**Curriculum:** Religion.  
**Note:** Accompanying guide must be booked separately.  
**Contents:** Joseph's family learns of food in Egypt -- The Pharaoh insists that Joseph remain -- Joseph's brothers arrive for food -- Joseph questions the brothers -- Joseph tests his brothers' integrity -- The brothers discuss a return to Egypt -- Guests of honor -- Another test is devised -- Joseph reveals his true identity -- "In a wondrous way" -- Joseph is reunited with his family.  
**Summary:** When drought strips Canaan of its crops, Jacob sends his ten sons to Pharaoh to buy provisions where they find the brother they had long ago betrayed and given up for dead.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 222.35 RUT
Title: Ruth [videorecording].
Publisher: Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the Bible
Name Subj.: Ruth.
Subject: Bible stories - O.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Famine and lost crops -- Naomi, Orpah and Ruth become widowed -- Ruth takes care of Naomi -- Bidding on the widow's land -- "Ruth's song" -- Ruth is paid special attention by Boaz -- Boaz cares for Ruth -- Naomi tells Ruth to approach Boaz as kin -- Boaz is concerned he'll lose Ruth to Kinsman -- Boaz ensures his marriage to Ruth.
Summary: When the widow Naomi returns to Israel, she begs her Gentile daughter-in-laws to return to their own people. Ruth refuses to forage Naomi and accompanies her to Israel, where her faithfulness is rewarded when Naomi's kinsman, Boaz falls in love and marries Ruth.

Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 222.4 SAM
Title: Samuel [videorecording].
Publisher: Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the Bible
Name Subj.: Samuel.
Subject: Bible stories - O.T. Prophets.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Summary: Through his life from serving the high priest to guiding the ancient Israelites in their walk with God, Samuel the prophet stands as an inspiring example of how we can delight in our relationship with God.

Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 222.54 ELI
Title: Elisha [videorecording].
Publisher: Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the Bible
Name Subj.: Elisha.
Subject: Bible stories - O.T. Prophets.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Summary: Elisha, one of Israel's most powerful men of God, heals a soldier's disease and restores the life of a young boy.

Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 222.9 EST
Title: Esther [videorecording].
Publisher: Irving, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the Bible
Name Subj.: Esther, Queen of Persia.
Subject: Bible stories - O.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Summary: At risk to her own life, young Queen Esther saves the lives of their people.

Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 226.8 GOO
Title: The good Samaritan [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Who is my neighbor? -- Robbers are not welcome here -- Ezra the spice merchant -- Caleb the Samaritan -- The Priest and Levite -- Samaritan rejected -- Robbed and left for dead -- Priest and Levite don't help -- The Good Samaritan -- I did what any man would do -- Go and do likewise.
Summary: The most touching parable taught by Jesus teaches us to love one another.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 226.8 PAR
Title: The parables of Jesus [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) + 1 guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ - Parables.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Parable of two sons -- The Reward -- Parable of rich man & Lazarus -- Rich man tends to himself -- Lazarus dies -- The Rich man dies -- Parable of the talents -- What to do? -- Hard work pays off -- The Master returns -- "Listen with your heart".
Summary: Jesus often taught His followers using stories called parables. Three of the best loved parables, The Talents, The Rich Man and Lazarus, and The Two Sons, are presented together to reinforce important principles.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 232.1 MES
Title: The Messiah comes! [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) + 1 guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ - Messiahship.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Cleopas resents the rule of the Romans -- Prophecies of the Messiah -- Cleansing the temple -- Debate in the Sanhedrin -- Nicodemus visits with Jesus -- Stories of Jesus reach the Sanhedrin -- Miracle at the Pool of Bethesda -- The Lord's triumphant return to Jerusalem -- Parable of the wicked husbandmen -- How will the Messiah save Israel? -- Meeting Jesus on the road to Emmaus.
Summary: In His final days on earth, Jesus' disciples struggle to understand His mission. They are blinded by their expectations of the Messiah, thinking He would deliver them from Roman rule. After Jesus' resurrection the disciples finally understand.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 232.9 JES
Title: Jesus, the son of God [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: The Passover trip -- Wise words spoken at the temple -- Lost for three days -- Jesus teaches the Elders -- "The Light of Heaven" -- Jesus fasts for 40 days -- Man shall not live by bread alone -- Thou shalt not tempt the Lord -- Worship only the Lord -- Angels minister to Jesus.
Summary: The remarkable years of Jesus' early life is characterized by His astonishing wisdom.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 232.9 LOS
Title: The lost is found [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Little mercy for sinners -- The Power to forgive -- Matthew, follow me -- A New life for Miriam -- Healing the sick in spirit -- Ten pieces of silver -- Trapped! -- "The Lost is found" -- Go unto Jesus -- The Proud and the humble -- Two debtors.
Summary: Three people who recognize their own sins, Matthew, Miriam and Jonah, come to Jesus in need of hope,
healing and forgiveness and experience first-hand the glorious love of the Savior.

Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 232.94 JOH
Title: John the Baptist [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: John, the Baptist, Saint.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Saints.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Elisabeth longs for a child of her own -- Zacharias made dumb for not believing Gabriel -- Elisabeth's baby hears Mary and leaps for joy -- He shall be called John -- John preaches in the wilderness -- "Prepare ye the way" -- Caiphas and Herodias conspire -- John rebukes Herod -- Herodias demands John's arrest -- Baptism of Jesus -- Andrew leaves to follow Jesus.
Summary: The moving story of courage and conviction is seen through the life of one of God's greatest prophets who gave everything to prepare the way for the Lord.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 232.955 MIR
Title: The miracles of Jesus [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) + 1 guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ - Miracles.
Subject: Bible stories, English - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: The Lord calms the stormy sea -- Caiphus' wicked plot -- The Palsy-stricken boy -- Woman's incurable disease -- Jairus' sick daughter -- David is cured of palsy -- Jairus' daughter dies -- Your faith has made you whole -- Raised from the dead -- Walking on water -- Miracles doubted -- "The Miracle of love".
Summary: Jesus' most touching miracles - healing the sick, raising the dead, casting out demons and calming the storm - are attributed to the principle of faith.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 232.97 HE
Title: He is risen [videorecording].
Publisher: Coppell, TX : - NEST Family Entertainment, - c2005.
Description: 1 DVD (30 min.) ; 1 teacher's guide.
Series: The animated stories from the New Testament
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ.
Subject: Bible stories - N.T.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: Accompanying guide must be booked separately.
Contents: Historical perspective -- Opening credits -- After the crucifixion -- His work was done -- Joseph of Arimathea asks for Jesus' body -- Joseph and Nicodemus bury Jesus -- Guards posted at the tomb -- His words must not be forgotten -- The Resurrection -- Mary Magdalene sees the risen Lord -- Payment to the guards to lie -- Thomas is doubtful -- The Tale of resurrection spreads -- Feed my sheep -- The Ascension.
Summary: The resurrection of Jesus becomes complete joy and love as the disciples behold their resurrected saviour.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten, 1, 2, 3.

Call #: DVD 248.4 FOR
Title: The forgiving father [videorecording].
Publisher: [Upper Saddle River, NJ] : - Pearson Education, - [200-?]
Description: 1 DVD (17 min.) + 1 guide.
Series: The gospel alive. - Gospel values for children.
Name Subj.: Jesus Christ - Parables.
Subject: Christian life.
Values.
Curriculum: Religion.
Note: A series that offers modern day examples and applies Gospel value teachings to children taken from the bible. The characters are students who also belong to a youth group where the situation is studied.
Summary: Jesus' parable of The Forgiving Father (Luke 15:11-32) is the basis of this DVD. This story helps students learn about God's great compassion and forgiveness, which leads them to both forgive and seek forgiveness. Gina is challenged to forgive her younger sister, Annie, as well as seek forgiveness herself. Study guide is included, and on-screen discussion questions are provided.
Audience: Grade 3, 4, 5, 6, 7, 8.
Call #: 331.7 HAR
Author: Harrington, Thomas F.
Title: Career planning: teacher's edition / by Thomas F. Harrington and Spencer G. Niles with Garbette A. M. Garraway.
Description: T22, xxii, 349 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Subject: Vocational guidance.
Career education.
Career development.
Job hunting.
Literature - Study and teaching.
Curriculum: Career Guidance.
Life transitions.
Wellness.
Note: The student edition must be booked separately. Includes index.
Summary: This teacher's edition accompanies the student edition. The student textbook is appropriate for high school students in the alternative education program.
Audience: Grade 9, 10, 11, 12.
Professional.

Call #: 331.7 HAR
Author: Harrington, Thomas F.
Title: Career planning / by Thomas F. Harrington and Spencer G. Niles with Garbette A. M. Garraway.
Description: xxii, 324 p. : col. ill. ; 25 cm.
Subject: Vocational guidance.
Career education.
Career development.
Job hunting.
Curriculum: Career Guidance.
Life transitions.
Wellness.
Note: The teacher's edition must be booked separately. Includes index.
Summary: This student textbook is appropriate for high school students in the alternative education program. It covers a variety of skills job seekers need -- reference gathering, résumé writing, communication, interviewing, working with others, and managing time. The text shows students how to develop their own career action plans and portfolios.
Audience: Grade 9, 10, 11, 12.
Professional.

Call #: 371.102 GOD
Author: Godinho, Sally.
Title: Out of the question: guiding students to a deeper understanding of what they do, read, and hear / Sally Godinho and Jeni Wilson.
Publisher: Markham, Ont. : - Pembroke Publishers, - c2007.
Subject: Questioning.
Teaching.
Learning.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Wilson, Jeni.
Note: Includes index. Originally published under title: How to succeed with questioning.
Summary: Asking questions is a pivotal skill in learning how to learn. It helps children to clarify their understanding, and make new connections. This guide outlines the main purposes behind asking questions. It explores numerous different types of question, and how to use purpose to determine what and how to ask.
Audience: Professional.

Call #: 371.102 PAT
Author: Paterson, Kathleen M., 1943-.
Title: 3-minute motivators: more than 100 simple ways to reach, teach and achieve more than you ever imagined / Kathy Paterson.
Publisher: Markham, Ont. : - Pembroke Publishers, - c2007.
Description: 96 p. ; 23 cm.
Subject: Teaching.
Motivation in education.
Note: Includes index.
Summary: This resource helps to provide a break from an undertaking that has lost the students' interest, and then refocuses attention and energy back to the task at hand.
Audience: Professional.
Summary: How to get your students to do their assignments. How to get your students to pass their tests. How to increase student learning and achievement.

Audience: Professional.

Call #: DVD 371.1024 WON
Author: Wong, Harry K.
Title: The effective teacher: pt 8, positive expectations [videorecording].
Publisher: Sunnyvale, CA : - Harry K. Wong, - [199-?]
Description: 1 DVD (20 min.), 1 teacher's guide.
Subject: Teaching.
Classroom management.
Note: Correlates of Effective Catholic Schools: Instructional Leadership. There is one copy of the "Successful teaching" newspaper included in dvd case.
Summary: Part 8 discusses how to increase positive student behavior.
Audience: Professional.

Call #: DVD 371.1024 WON
Author: Wong, Harry K.
Title: The effective teacher: pt 3, discipline and procedures [videorecording].
Publisher: Sunnyvale, CA : - Harry K. Wong, - [1995?].
Description: 1 DVD (36 min.), 1 teacher's guide.
Subject: Teaching.
Classroom management.
Note: Each component must be booked separately. There is one copy of the "Successful teaching" newspaper included in dvd case.
Summary: Part 3 discusses the second characteristic - classroom management.
Audience: Professional.

Call #: 372.62 FOS
Author: Foster, Graham.
Title: Exemplars: your best resource to improve student writing / Graham Foster, Toni L. Marasco.
Publisher: Markham, Ont. : - Pembroke Publishers, - c2007.
Description: 158 p. : ill., forms ; 28 cm.
Subject: English language - Composition and exercises - Study and teaching (Elementary)
English language - Composition and exercises - Study and teaching (Secondary)
School prose, Canadian (English)
Teaching - Aids and devices.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Marasco, Toni L.
Note: Includes index.
Summary: This book has more than fifty mini-lessons that involve students in selection among exemplars, then applying what they have learned to their own work. Exemplars show what rubrics tell about assessment criteria. This book is organized around the six key traits of good writing; it focuses on content, organization, sentence variety, word choice, voice and language conventions.
Audience: Professional.

Call #: 428.6 A
Title: "A" is for apple / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide: col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Apples.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 ALL
Title: All together / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide: col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Friendship.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 AMA
Title: Amazing pets / edited by David Booth.
Description: 47 p. : col. ill. : 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Pets
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. The accompanying teacher's guide must be booked separately. Bold print kids.
Summary: Each book is levelled and scaffolded toward more challenging text. The books include a theme poster, an out-loud selection, a fiction story, a nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade 2.

Call #: 428.6 AMA
Title: Amazing pets, teacher's resource.
Description: 28 p. : col. ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Literature - Study and teaching.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Note: There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. The accompanying set of 3 books at ILS must be booked separately. Bold print kids.
Summary: This teacher's guide accompanies the set of 3 books with the same name that is available at ILS.
Audience: Grade 2.
Professional.

Call #: 428.6 BRR
Title: Brrr! / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide : ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Reader (Elementary)
Snow.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Note: There is a set of 3 books available and 1 teacher's guide at ILS. Bold print kids.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.

Call #: 428.6 CAS
Title: Castles and dragons / edited by David Booth.
Description: 48 p. : col. ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Castles. Dragons.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Summary: Each book is levelled and scaffolded toward more challenging text. The books include a theme poster, an out-loud selection, a fiction story, a nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade 3.

Call #: 428.6 CAS
Title: Castles and dragons, teacher's resource.
Description: 28 p. : ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Literature - Study and teaching.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Summary: This teacher's guide accompanies the set of 3 books with the same name that is available at ILS.
Audience: Grade 3.


Call #: 428.6 CRO
Title: Crocs and gators / edited by David Booth.
Description: 48 p. : col. ill., col. ports. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers.
Crocodiles.
Alligators.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. The accompanying teacher's guide must be booked separately. Bold print kids.
Summary: Fun stories and true fiction about crocs and gators.
Audience: Grade 2.


Call #: 428.6 DIN
Title: Dino bones / edited by David Booth.
Description: 48 p. : col. ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Dinosaurs.
Curriculum: English Language Arts - EAL - ESL
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Summary: Readers can dig through Dino Bones to learn about the fascinating world of dinosaurs. (publisher)
Audience: Grade 1.


Call #: 428.6 DIN
Title: Dino bones, teacher's resource book / Larry Swartz ... [et al.] ; series editor, David Booth.
Publisher: [Scarborough, Ont.]: - Rubicon Pub./Thomson Nelson, - c2007.
Description: 25 p. : ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Dinosaurs.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Swartz, Larry.
Note: This resource provides strategies, literacy support and reproducibles for the student book Dino bones. There is a set of 3 books available at ILS and must be booked separately.

Summary: This teacher's guide accompanies the student book with the same name.

Audience: Grade 1.


Call #: 428.6 HA
Title: Ha! Ha! / edited by David Booth.
Description: 48 p. : ill. (chiefly col.) ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. The accompanying teacher's guide must be booked separately.

Summary: Laughter is the best medicine! Enjoy this book of joke's and funny stories.

Audience: Grade 2.


Call #: 428.6 HOW
Title: How much? / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide : col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.

Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.

Audience: Grade Kindergarten.

Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 KEE
Title: Keeping score / edited by David Booth.
Description: 48 p. : col. ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: Bold print kids. There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. The accompanying teacher's guide must be booked separately.

Summary: Each book is levelled and scaffolded toward more challenging text. The books include a theme poster, a join-in selection, a fiction story, a nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.

Audience: Grade 2.


Call #: 428.6 KEE
Title: Keeping score, teacher's resource.
Summary: This teacher's guide accompanies the set of 3 books with the same name that is available at ILS.

Audience: Grade 1.
Professional.

Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 SPL
Title: Splish! splash! / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide : col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Water.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.

Call #: 428.6 THA
Title: That's incredible! / edited by David Booth.
Description: 48 p. : col. ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Inventions.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: Bold print kids. There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. The accompanying teacher's guide must be booked separately.
Summary: Each book is levelled and scaffolded toward more challenging text. The books include a theme poster, a join-in selection, a fiction story, a nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade 3.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: L, M, N Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 THA
Title: That's incredible!, teacher's resource.
Description: 29 p. : ill.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Literature - Study and teaching.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Note: Bold print kids. The set of 3 books available at ILS must be booked separately.
Summary: This teacher's guide accompanies the set of 3 books with the same name that is available at ILS.
Audience: Grade 3.
Professional.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: L, M, N Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 VRO
Title: Vroom! Vroom! / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide : col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Transportation.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 WHA
Title: What's for lunch? / edited by David Booth.
Publisher: Oakville, Ont. : - Rubicon, - c2006.
Description: 48 p. : col. ill. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers - Luncheons.
Luncheons.
Food.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: There is a set of 3 books available at ILS. Accompanying teacher's guide must be booked separately.
Summary: This book "gives the children a taste of a variety of foods through poems, stories, and pictures" (p. 48)
Audience: Grade 1.

Call #: 428.6 WHA
Title: What's for lunch, teacher's resource.
Publisher: Oakville, Ont. : - Rubicon, - c2007.
Description: 24 p. : col. ill. ; 28 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers - Luncheons.
Literature - Study and teaching.
Readers (Elementary)
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: Bold print kids.
Summary: This guide accompanies the set of 3 books available at ILS.
Audience: Grade 1.

Call #: 428.6 WHA
Title: What's your name? / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide: col. ill., col. ports. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers (Elementary)
Names.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: There is a set of 3 books and 1 teacher's guide available at ILS. Bold print kids.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell.  RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: 428.6 WHE
Title: Where's the bear? / edited by David Booth.
Description: 32 p. + 1 guide: col. ill., col. ports. ; 31 cm.
Series: Boldprint kids
Subject: Readers.
Bears.
Curriculum: English Language Arts.
Add. Author: Booth, David.
Note: There is a set of 3 books and 1 teacher's guide available at ILS. Bold print kids.
Summary: This book uses rhymes and rhythms to engage students. The book includes a theme poster, join-in, nonfiction selection, and a graphic story.
Audience: Grade Kindergarten.
Read. Prog.: Pinnell.  RL: A, B Lvl.

Call #: FR CORE 448.2421 MAX
Author: Maxwell, Wendy, 1960-.
Title: Histoires en action! #1 / [kit] / Wendy Maxwell.
Publisher: [Bowen Island, B.C.] : - AIM Learning language, - [2007]
Description: 9 books, 3 transparency sets, 1 CD, 2 teacher CD-ROM, 1 DVD, 1 teacher DVD, 1 instructional DVD, 31 large posters, 15 posters, 4 small cardstock posters.
Subject: French language - Study and teaching (Elementary) - English speakers.
Français (Langue) - Étude et enseignement (Primaire) - Anglophones.
Curriculum: Core French.
Note: Cover title.
Contents: Book titles: Comment y aller? cahier d'élève: blackline masters -- Comment y aller teacher's unit guide --
Summary: This student textbook is appropriate for high school students in the alternative education program. It uses realistic examples of documents students need to apply their skills, such as cover letters, job applications, prescriptions, and checkbook registers.

Audience: Grade 9, 10, 11, 12.

Call #: 646.7 SKI
Title: Skills for independent living: classroom resource binder.
Description: 1 v.
Subject: Life skills - Study and teaching (Secondary)
Life skills - Study and teaching (Middle school)
Curriculum: Career Guidance.
Wellness.
Life Transitions.

Add. Author: Globe Fearon.
Note: Includes index.
Summary: This resource binder accompanies the student text with the same name. The student textbook is appropriate for high school students in the alternative education program.

Audience: Professional.

Call #: 646.7 EVE
Title: Everyday life skills, teacher's edition.
Description: 18, x, 486 p. : ill.
Subject: Life skills.
Young adults - Conduct of life.
Youth - Life skills guides.
Curriculum: Life Transitions.
Career Guidance.
Wellness.

Summary: This teacher's book accompanies the student book with the same name. The student textbook is appropriate for high school students in the alternative education program.

Audience: Grade 9, 10, 11, 12.

Professional.

Call #: 646.7 EVE
Title: Everyday life skills.
Description: 470 p. : ill.
Subject: Life skills.
Young adults - Conduct of life.
Youth - Life skills guides.
Curriculum: Career guidance.
Life Transitions.
Wellness.

Note: There is a teacher's edition available at ILS and must be booked separately.
Summary: This student textbook is appropriate for high school students in the alternative education program. It is a comprehensive, career development program for high school students making the transition to life after high school. It focuses on the important "how to live and work" issues. From maintaining a healthy body and a safe home to finding and keeping a job, it prepares young adults for a successful life after high school. (publisher)

Audience: Grade 9, 10, 11, 12.